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Somerton Dwelling Transforms Spaces 
With Striking Style Statements 

 
Corona, CA., April 16, 2016 –  How do you make a room go from ho-hum to oh-wow? Add an 

eye-catching statement piece that reflects your own personal sense of style. Combine finishes 

and textures to create a curated or acquired look dazzled by stunning jewelry-like hardware.  

It’s perfect for those who don’t want to wait but rather want a room finished now. 

 

 

Mid-century lovers will appreciate Luci’s sleek 

modern aesthetics.The dramatic Champagne Gold 

custom hardware on the chic Grey Flannel or rich 

Sable Stole (shown) finished cabinet sets it apart 

while presenting an uptown look.  

 

 

 

 

Eye-catching Milky Way White, Black Galaxy or Blue 

Moon finishes with infinity shaped nickel pendant 

hardware makes choosing just one shapely Jolie cabinet a 

difficult task. Bedroom, foyer or family room, Jolie is sure 

to be the focal point commanding attention wherever 

she stands.  

 

 

 

High fashion Gray Desiree (shown) or Bourbon finish 

with dark gray hexagonal pendant hardware is the 

secret to Nola’s striking success. The drop down 

front top drawer reveals outlets that are perfect for 

storing and charging laptops, phones or other 

electronic devices. Use it as a TV console in the 

bedroom or family room. 
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Jasper’s Shitake (shown) or Molasses textured parquet 

veneers provide a subtle backdrop for the pewter 

hexagon shaped knobs. Jasper’s earthy finishes are a 

natural counterpart for many of today’s intense colors 

statements. 

 

 

 

 

Mix in the Juno storage chest highlighted with an 

enchanting Darjeeling (shown) or rich Cup ‘O Joe finish 

and oil rubbed bronze hardware. It makes a classic room 

statement used in the bedroom as a nightstand, dining 

room as a server or family room as a game storage 

chest. 

 

 

 

Toria is proof that bigger is not always better. The 

petite curved front chest is at home in every small 

space from the foyer to the bathroom. Her 

jewelry-like custom brushed brass pendant 

hardware adds the finishing touch to the 

scrumptious Chocolate Cordial finish. 

 

 

Stop in the Somerton Dwelling showroom, IHFC C-1156 at the High Point Market. Remember, 

Somerton Dwelling is readily available to all of your readers. Visit somertondwelling.com to buy 

online with white glove delivery. 

 

#     #     # 

Somerton Dwelling offers fashionable and functional home furnishings that reflect a modern 
sensibility for today’s living environments. With a focus on small and moderate size homes, 
Somerton Dwelling specializes in Dining, Sleeping, Living, Working and Viewing environments 
that help their customers’ live the life they love. The company is committed to continually 
improving their environmentally friendly production process by using low VOC finishes, 
sustainable woods and packaging made of recycled materials.  With distribution centers on the 
west and east coasts, the Somerton Dwelling corporate headquarters is located in Corona, CA. 
Visit Somerton Dwelling’s ecommerce website at www.somertondwelling.com and on Facebook, 
Twitter, Pinterest, YouTube, Google+, and Instagram. 
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